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Indigenous Diaspora and Literature 
A lootook Ipellie is an Inuk writer whose work can be read as diasporic, dealing as it does with issues of transculturation. 
Diaspora is fundamentally concerned with complex notions of home, 
belonging and exile. Within the Indigenous context, the situation 
becomes even more complicated, for when Indigenous peoples were 
forcibly removed from their familial locations, they crossed traditional 
borders, even whilst remaining within the modern nation-state. As 
Noelene Brasche argues, the forced displacements of Indigenous 
peoples "infringed traditional boundaries ... Territorial or national 
groups who previously had little or nothing in common now shared 
experiences of dispersal and loss of sovereignty, as well as physical 
displacement from traditional country" (2002, 49). Although Ipellie 
has not migrated in the traditional sense, the experience of his people 
foregrounds one such history of transplantation, dispossession and 
alienation at the hands of colonial regimes. This paper argues that 
colonialism has effectively created an Indigenous Diaspora, and 
explores the ways in which Ipellie's work can be seen to exemplify this 
notion. 
Kim Matthews suggests that all identities are negotiated and 
potentially deterritorialised: for any individual, "home" may be the 
place of origin, the place of residence, or the place where one has 
lived the longest period of time (2002, 68-69). She goes on to argue 
that identity construction 
is derived from the actions of social agents as they 
negotiate the c~ltures of the past with those of the 
present and indeed of an imagined community. Identity 
formation is fraught with barriers, as any given identity is 
constantly acting upon culture and vice versa (71-72). 
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